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ABSTRACT
During late October 1982, a team of archaeologists from
Western Michigan University conducted Phase II test excavations
at three prehistoric sites located in the Galesburg Rest Area
project along westbound I-94 in Comstock Township, Kalamazoo
County, Michigan.

Assessment in each case was achieved by

means of a one percent random sample of the estimated site
area.

A mix of 1 X 1 m and 2 X 2m test squares was utilized,

with the soil from each being processed through 6 mm mesh
screen to facilitate the recovery of cultural material.
Standard methods of recording the data were employed.
Although each has yielded some feature information
(those features recorded for 20KZ176 were encountered during
Phase I deep testing of the site), as well as various kinds
of cultural debris, both prehistoric and historic, all three
are clearly plow zone sites with only an occasional feature
extending below the depth to which the· plow has penetrated in
more recent times.
Given the very evident disturbance, together with cultural
assemblages generally lacking diagnostic items and strong
indications th :t the occupations were of an intermittent and
extensive rather than intensive nature, it can be recommendcj
that Phase III mitigation of these sites will not be warranted.
Expansion of rest area facilities into the area where these
three sites are located will have negligible impact on the
archaeological record of the Middle Kalamazoo River Valley.
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INTRODUCTION:
Upon receipt of letters from the Michigan Department of
Transportation (dated 7 Oct 82) and the Michigan Department
of State (dated 8 Oct 82) authorizing commencement of Phase II
archaeological assessment of the Galesburg Rest Area project
effective as of 15 Oct 82, the Principal Investigator, Dr.
William M. Cremin, Associate Professor of Anthropology, Western
Michigan University, undertook to design a data recovery
strategy, hire the research team, and procure the equipment
and supplies necessary for the conduct of archaeological test
excavations in the project area.
With the execution of the cooperative agreement between
the MOOT, the MOOS, and WMU, less than a week later (20 Oct 82),
the research team moved to the Galesburg Rest Area where
Phase II investigation of three sites was accomplished between
24-28 Oct 82.

There follows a report of the program of research

undertaken on this occasion by WMU, together with recommendations
regarding the proper disposition of the archaeological sites in
question.
It should be understood that the opinions, findings, and
conclusions expressed in this publication are those of the
author and not necessarily those of the Department of State,
or Divisions thereof, or the Michigan Department of Transportation,
or the Michigan State Transportation Commission.
PROJECT PERSONNEL:
The following individuals comprised the team which undertook
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the Phase II archaeological test excavation of three sites
in the Galesburg Rest Area project.

Three of these people

were also among those involved in the Phase I survey and deep
testing of the project area during November 1981 and May 1982.
Principal Investigator- Dr. William M. Cremin, Associate
Professor of Anthropology, WMU
Field Supervisor

- Mr. Michael Murphy, M.A. Candidate
in Anthropology, WMU

Field Assistants

- Ms. Andrea Allen, Undergraduate Major
in Anthropology, WMU
Ms. Joan Knecht, M.A. Candidate in
Anthropology, WMU
Mr. Donald Koelb, Graduate Student in
Anthropology, WMU
- Ms. Rose Lockwood, Incoming Graduate
Student in Anthropology, WMU
Ms. Lark Murphy, M.A. Candidate in
Anthropology, WMU
- Ms. Nancy Mulder Paul, Undergraduate
Major in Anthropology, WMU
Mr. Sidney Paul, Graduate Student in
Anthropology, .WMU

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT AREA:
The area in which the three sites are located is an
irregular tract of land comprising approximately 8 ha (20 acres)
and lying adjacent to the existing Galesburg Rest Area along
westbound I-94.

It is situated about 2.7 km southwest of the

Village of Galesburg in the NE 1/4 and NW l/4 of Section 26,
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Comstock Township, T2S RlOW, Kalamazoo County, Michigan
(Figure 1).
Today, most of the project consists of cultivated land.
That portion of the study area occurring on the Schuyler Farm
is planted in alfalfa; the remaining portion is occupied by
VanEngen's Nursery, and here the ground cover consists of a
variety of commercial bedding plants.

Land not currently in

crops supports either conifers (planted in rows along the
existing 1-94 ROW) or scrubby second growth hardwoods.
The project area lies along the southern margin of the
Kalamazoo River floodplain in an area of the valley where the
river channel follows the course of an ancient glacial spillway.
The elevation ASL ranges between 236 m and 240 m across the
tract.
Although now beneath the surface of Morrow Lake, an impoundment of the Kalamazoo River created by the Consumers Power
Company for generating hydroelectric power, old platbooks and
maps clearly show that the former river channel passed by the
project at a distance of about 250 m to the north.

The same

sources also show a small spring-fed stream, Allerton Brook,
rising in the NE 1/4, SW 1/4 of Section 26 and flowing in a
northerly direction across the western end of the project before
entering the Kalamazoo River in the SE 1/4, SW l/4 of Section
23.
In the past, the riverbanks in this segment of the valley
were low, and the nearly level to slightly undulating bottoms
extending for 200-800 m on either side of the channel were
subject to periodic flooding.

The literature and documents

summarized in Cremin (1982)indicate that the bottoms were heavily
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wooded and also characterized by dense undergrowth.

The

immediate environs of the project supported a forest dominated
by American or slippery elm, silver mgple, and red maple, but
with some black ash,

b~ech,

sycamore, black walnut, butternut,

cottonwood, hackberry, basswood, black maple, honey locust,
and sugar maple also being present.

Climax beech-maple forest

occupied the uplands behind and to the south of the project
area.

This community further contained small numbers of white

ash, basswood, ironwood, tulip tree, and bitternut and shagbark
hickory.
The uplands across the river and to the north of the project
featured oak forest.

In this community the dominant tree every-

where was the white oak.

However, in addition to white oak the

sources indicate that red oak, black oak, bur oak, yellow oak,
and pignut and shagbark hickory were also important canopy
species.

And, important especially from the perspective of

Euro-American settlement of Comstock Township was the fact that
the oak forest also afforded some small restricted areas of
oak savanna or ''barrens'', where the bur oak tended to grow in
almost pure stands, and several areas of dry prairie.

Toland's

Prairie, a grassland of about 200 ha located near the present
town of Galesburg in Section 13, was instrumental in attracting
easterners to this area of the Kalamazoo Valley in the late
1820s.
PREVIOUS RESEARCH IN THE PROJECT AREA:
An extensive and thorough literature, documents, and site
file search conducted as part of the Phase I archaeological
assessment revealed that no archaeological, historical, or
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architectural sites have previously been recorded for the
area of the MOOT project.

Be that as it may, several of

the sources consulted and three area artifact collectors
have clearly indicated that formerly there existed some
potentially very interesting sites in the general vicinity.
Moreover, a recent survey conducted in this segment of the
Kalamazoo River Valley by WMU for the purpose of locating
prehistoric sites has recorded four sites within several
hundred meters of the study area (Cremin, Hoxie, and Marek
1979).
20 KZ 18

As summarized in Cremin (1982), these are:
This site, first reported tn Durant (1880), is
the location of a small conical mound, 75 em
high and 7.5 min diameter, on what was formerly
the Tuttle Farm near Toland's Prairie.

20KZ19

E.J. Stevens' (1923) Archaeological

~of

Kalamazoo County, Michigan locates this village
and garden beds site along a loop of the Kalamazoo
River near Rowe Island in Section 22 of Comstock
Township.
20KZ43

The presence of garden beds of various shapes
and sizes in an area of about 2 ha on Toland's
Prairie is noted in Durant (1880).

It is but a

short distance from 20KZ18 in Section 13 of
Comstock Township.
20KZ44

This state site number references A.D.P. Van
Buren's reported discovery of a diamond-shaped
mound, 6 m high and covering more than 0.4 ha,
on Rowe Island in the Kalamazoo River about 3 km
downstream from the MOOT project.

Again, the
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source is Durant (1880).

An attempt to confirm

this site in 1979 was unsuccessful (Cremin, Hoxie,
and Marek 1979: 16).
20KZ.59

The Stevens Map shows two more villages and a
burial ground to be located near the river a
little upstream from the Village of Galesburg.
The village sites have never been confirmed or
recorded with the state; however, the burial
ground appears to correspond to the historic
Indian cemetery recorded with this number.

20KZ70

The Stevens Map and Hinsdale's (1931) work
entitled Archaeological Atlas of Michigan
~how

close correspondence with respect to the

location of the Roswell Ransom Garden Beds site
near the riverbank directly across from the
MOOT project in Section 23 of Comstock Township.
Surveyors from WMU sought to relocate and confirm
this site in 1979, and in the general area shown
on the aforementioned maps they did record a
sizeable scatter of lithic debris and firecracked rock suggestive of a former habitation
site (Cremin, Hoxie, and Marek 1979: 16).
20KZ99

The VanEngen 1 site represents a very light lithic
scatter covering an area of about 10 m2 in the
SE l/4, NW l/4, NW l/4 of Section 26, Comstock
Township.

This site was recorded by WMU surveyors

in 1979, while traversing several plowed fields
between the MOOT project and the river (Cremin,
Hoxie, and Marek 1979: 45).
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20KZ100

Tulip represents the findspot of an undiagnostic
biface and a flake of chert in the NW 1/4, NW 1/4,
NW l/4 of Section 26 (Cremin, Hoxie, and Marek
1979: 45).

20KZ101

The Tomahawk site is located in the NE l/4, NW 1/4,
NW 1/4 of Section 26 and represents a very light
lithic scatter over an area of about 20 m2 just
south of the river.

The side-notched projectile

point fabricated from quartzite suggests a Woodland
temporal placement.

The only other cultural items

were four flint chips (Cremin, Hoxie, and Marek
1979: 46).
20KZ103

VanEngen 2 consists of a lithic scatter occupying
an area of about 20 m2 in the NW 1/4, NE l/4, NW 1/4
of Section 26.

Here, surveyors found the distal

portion of a biface together with four flakes of
chert (Cremin, Hoxie, and Marek 1979: 46).
20KZ118

This site, reported in Durant (1880), is an
historic Indian cemetery located along the south
bank of the river on the Ford Farm in the NW l/4,
NW 1/4 of Section 27 and about 1 km downstream
from the MOOT project.

Here, early area residents

found 30 Indian graves, lying side by side, and
including a small log enclosure with an Indian
in a sitting position wrapped in a blanket.

Also

found in this burial ground was the grave of an
old Frenchman (possibly an individual associated
with the following site), at the head of which
was a crude cross of wood.

Firming up the temporal
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placement is the fact that some of the graves,
when opened, produced grave goods of silver and
copper, and a tin

or copper pail was observed

to occur in nearly every one of them (Durant 1880:
376).
20KZ119

This site records the discovery of two foundations,
one measuring about 5 X 12 m and the second approximately 4 X 4 m, presumed to be related to
an old French trading post on the south bank of
the Kalamazoo River in the SE l/4 of Section 24.
Again, the source is Durant (1880).

RESULTS OF THE PHASE I SURVEY PROGRAM:
In November 1981 and May 1982, a research team from WMU
conducted a systematic and intensive Phase I archaeological
assessment of the Galesburg Rest Area project (Cremin 1982).
Surface reconnaissance and shovel testing procedures, together
with the excavation of three backhoe trenches, produced
evidence for the presence of at least six prehistoric sites
in the project.

In addition, with the assistance of Mr. Bert

VanEngen and information derived from the 1861 and 1873 plat
maps of Comstock Township, we were able to pinpoint the former
location of a school on the south side of Miller Drive in the
SE 1/4, NE 1/4, NW 1/4 of Section 26.

While within the limits

of the project, no surface indications of this building had
been observed because, according to VanEngen, the school had
been torn down, without a trace surviving,in about 1927.
The six sites, derived from 22 surface and subsurface
(shovel test)

finds of prehistoric lithics and fragments of
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fire-cracked rock lightly scattered over virtually the entire
area of the project, and in the case of 20KZ176 with additional
information in the form of two apparent cultural features (i.e.
pits) coming from two backhoe trenches, are summarized in
Cremin (1982) and below:
20KZ176

Galesburg Rest Area l is a light lithic scatter
covering an area of about 3150 m2 in the center,
NW l/4, NE l/4 of Section 26 (Figure 2).

Several

backhoe trenches excavated in November 1981 occur
within the limits of the site and yielded two apparent cultural features.

And surface reconnais-

sance and shovel testing procedures produced evidence for a light scatter of FCR across the site,
as well as several stone tools and some pieces of
lithic debitage.

Unfortunately, none of the items

recovered during this phase of research is diagnostic,
and the cultural affiliation and temporal placement
are undetermined.
20KZ177

Galesburg Rest Area 2 represents the findspot of a
piece of lithic debitage about 150 m southeast of
the aforementioned site and in the center, NW 1/4,
SW l/4, NE l/4, NE .l/4 of Section 26.

Cultural

affilation/temporal placement could not be established from the single item in the site collection and,
furthermore, the site lies outside of the redesigned
project limits and is of no further concern to us.
20KZ178

Galesburg Rest Area 3 is also a findspat and records
the isolated occurrence of a biplane quartzite piece
with broken poles about 135 m west and south of

Figure no. 2
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20KZ176 in the center, SW l/4, NW l/4, NE 1/4 of
Section 26.

This undiagnostic item was recovered

from a shovel test in an area of dense ground
cover; nothing else was observed either on the
surface or in shovel tests placed nearby.

The

cultural affiliation/temporal placement of this
site is not known.
20KZ179

Galesburg Rest Area 4 straddles a slight ridge
corresponding to the 237 m contour and passing
diagonally across the SE l/4, NE l/4, NW 1/4 of
Section 26 (Figure 2). It is estimated to cover
about 7400 m2 and at the time of the Phase I
assessment was characterized by a moderate scatter
of FCR and small quantities of lithic debris,
together with a core of Bayport chert, a slate
fragment exhibiting marginal battering (use-wear?),

~~

a drill or perforator, and an opposed ridge
esguill~e on quartzite.

pi~ces

None of the items found

.is diagnostic, and this site's temporal placement
and cultural affiliation cannot be determined.
20KZ180

Galesburg Rest Area 5 consists of a light scatter
of lithic debris, a fragment of slate with marginal
battering (use-wear?), and several concentrations
of FCR near Allerton Brook in the center, N 1/2,
NW l/4, SE l/4, NW l/4 of Section 26 (Figure 2).
It is estimated to cover an area of only 225 m2
and has the appearance of a specialized activity
locus.

While the density of FCR observed by the

survey team is strongly suggestive of the presence
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of subsurface features, the material recovered
through surface reconnaissance and shovel testing
is undiagnostic.

Thus, the cultural affiliation

and temporal placement of this site cannot at this
time be determined.
20KZ181

Galesburg Rest Area 6, the last site recorded during the Phase I assessment of the project, is the
findspot of an argillite biface in the SE 1/4,
NW l/4, SE l/4, NE 1/4, NW l/4 of Section 26.
Located about 60 m west and north of 20KZ179, the

'i

age and cultural affiliation of this site could
not be determined from the specimen recovered.
The results of the Phase I survey program strongly suggested that sites 20KZ177, 178, and 181 were merely findspots
and would require no further consideration.

However, the

three remaining sites, 20KZ176, 179, and 180, appeared to
possess the potential to increase our knowledge and understanding of the prehistoric occupation of the Middle Kalamazoo
River Valley and possibly contribute in important ways to
current regional research problems and objectives.

Therefore,

it was recommended that they should be subjected to Phase II
:.J

assessment prior to the commencement of construction work
relating to the expansion of_existing rest area facilities.
And with this judgement the State Archaeologist, Dr. John
Halsey, fully concurred.
PHASE II RESEARCH DESIGN AND DATA RECOVERY PROCEDURES:
In the proposal submitted to the MDOT by the Principal
Investigator prior to the awarding of a contract to WMU, it
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was recommended that a systematic yet limited program of test
excavation would in all likelihood result in a more precise
delineation of site area and also permit determination of
each site's potential to contribute in significant ways to
the solution of current research problems in this region.

To

this end, the PI proposed that a one percent {1%) random
sample of the estimated area of each site be excavated; this
would ensure a reasonably representative and unbiased recovery
of information while at the same time requiring that only a
minimal portion of each site be investigated.
The display of test squares shown in the figures that
follow was derived through the random selection of grid coordinates spaced over the estimated area of each site at
intervals of 5 m.

Random placement of either 1 X 1 m or

2 X 2 m excavation units was then used to obtain the desired
coverage equal to one percent (1%) of the estimated site area
in each case.
Each test square was excavated using
procedures.

stan~ard

data recovery

Inasmuch as each site occupied cultivated ground,

the plow zone was removed as a single unit.

The soil was sifted

through 6 mm mesh screen to facilitate the collection of material
culture items.

Upon reaching the base of this disturbed zone,

the floor of the test square was carefully scraped by shovel and
trowel in an attempt to delineate any soil changes (i.e. staining attributable to color and/or textural differences with the
surrounding subsoil) which might signal the presence of a
cultural feature extending below the depth to which the plow
had penetrated.

If no suspicious stain(s) was observed, the

excavators took depth measurements and terminated the test
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square, but not before probing the floor for an additional
30-40 em to ensure that good contact with the culturally sterile
subsoil had been made.
In the event that a probable feature was encountered,
the stain was assigned a feature number and treated as an
excavation unit separate from the test square in which it
occurred.

Initially, the feature was drawn and photographed

as near to the point of contact (i.e. base of the plow zone)
as possible.

Then it was cross-sectioned in order to permit

drawing and photographing of the profile to illustrate the
depositional history and determine the probable function of
the feature.

The soil (fill) extracted during profiling was

removed by trowel and sifted through the collection screen.
That portion of the feature remaining following cross-sectioning was treated in similar fashion, but with the possibility
being that a sample of the fill would be collected for subsequent processing through either fine screens (3 mm mesh)
or by flotation to maximize the recovery of small-scale
remains should the situation warrant it.
This data recovery strdtegy was repeated for each of the
three sites until the sample of test squares had been completed.
All observations were recorded in the project log maintained
by the Field Supervisor ard also entered on standard test
square/feature forms kept by the team of Field Assistants
responsible for the excavation of a particular unit.

All

cultural material collected was placed in a bag on which was
recorded precise provenience information and returned to the
laboratory in the Department of Anthropology at the end of
each field day for subsequent cleaning, cataloguing, and analysis.
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Finally, a photographic log was maintained to document our
daily excavation activity as well as to enhance our record
of any feature data collected.
RESULTS OF PHASE II TEST EXCAVATIONS:
20KZ176-Galesburg Rest Area 1
As previously mentioned, this site occurs in the northeast
corner of the project on VanEngen Nursery property and is estimated to encompass approximately 3150 m2 of the MOOT project
(Figure 3).

However, it is not confined to the study area,

but rather extends beyond the limits of the project for an
undetermined distance to the east and to the north across
Miller Drive.
Two of three backhoe trenches excavated during the Phase I
assessment of the project in November 1981 impacted this site,
yielding valuable information regarding the depositional history
of soils in this alluvial floodplain context (Figure 4) and
exposing two apparent cultural features (Figures 5 and 6).

The

presence of these pits, albeit without contextual information,
provided the strongest rationale for recommending the Phase II
investigation.
Site datum (RP-1) was established on the project boundary line
2m south of Miller Drive and 25m west of the northeast corner
of the project.

The elevation of datum is 235.53 m above sea

level, and it was noted that elevation across the site ranged
between 235.42-236.05 m ASL.
The research team here excavated eight 1 X 1 m test squares
and six units that were 2m on a side, aggregating 32m 2 of
site area.

The plow zone in these excavations was observed to

Figure no. 3
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vary from 24-44 em in depth.

No additional features were

encountered, and the kinds and quantities of both historic
and prehistoric debris recovered leave little room for meaningful interpretation.
Thirteen of 14 test squares yielded cultural material,
with the frequency of occurrence for both historic and prehistoric debris being 10.

The hammerstone and distal portion

of a projectile point found in test squares, when added to
the ground stone implement and utilized flake from the surface
and the celt or axe and unifacial tool recovered during the
Phase I assessment bring the total number of prehistoric
artifacts from this site to six (Plate 1).

However, none

is diagnostic, and the cultural affiliation/temporal placement
of the prehistoric component(s) remains unknown.
With respect to the historic cultural material, there is
nothing in the assemblage that could not have been anticipated
to occur in a field adjacent to a road in existence for more
than 100 years and along which area residents frequently built
their homes and various outbuildings.

Table 1 inventories this

historic material, together with those items relating to the
prehistoric occupation(s) of this site.
One final comment is warranted.

The Phase II testing of

20KZ176 did not result in a more precise delineation of site
area than had been determined following the Phase I survey.
The site

limits shown in Figure 3 are felt to quite accurately

delimit that portion of this site occurring within the MOOT
project boundaries.
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Table 1: Inventory of cultural material from 20KZ176.
Provenience

Description

surface

* -bit portion of a celt or axe

* -split cobble suggestive of human

modification
-probable ground stone implement
* -uniface (recovered from that portion
of the site lying outside the project
limits)
-utilized flake
* -secondary flake
-thinning flake
-2 flakes of argillite

*

TS #1
(10S,l5E)

-3 pieces of FCR
-thinning flake
-iron fence staple
-square nail
-iron machine nut
-white glaze ceramic fragment

TS #2
(10S,25E)

-6 pieces of FCR
-possible utilized cobble (hammer)
-6 thinning flakes
-2 pieces of tinted window glass
-3 pieces of clear bottle glass

TS #3
(10S,5W)

-decortication flake
-2 thinning flakes
-2 unidentified iron particles
-2 pieces of fence wire
-5 fragments of clear bottle glass

TS #4
{15S,OE)

-2 square nails

TS #5
{205, lOE)

-thinning flake
-unidentified iron object
-large iron washer
-2 pieces of tinted window glass

TS #6
{25S,5E)

-blue-on-white cup fragment bearing
an orange herringbone motif on the
interior surface

TS #7
{255, 15E)

-4 pieces of FCR
-distal portion of a projectile point
-fencing staple
-piece of clear bottle glass
-fragment of window glass

denotes material recovered during the Phase I survey
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Table l, cont.
TS #8
(25S,25E)

-piece of clear window glass
-square nail

TS #9
{25S,5W)

-possible decortication flake
-thinning flake
-piece of wire fencing
-square nail
-16 pieces of clear bottle glass
-fragment of brown bottle glass
-piece of tinted window glass
-unidentified plastic object

TS #10
(30S,OE)

-2 secondary flakes

TS #ll
(40S,5W)

-thinning flake
-square nail

TS # 1 2·
(40S,20W)

nothing recovered

TS #13
(40S,25W)

-2 pieces of FCR

TS #14
(60S,20E)

-possible decortication flake

20KZ179-Galesburg Rest Area 4
This site, the largest (ca. 7400 m2 ) in the project, and
one which in terms of the distribution of material observed
during the Phase I assessment appears to resemble a ''boot'' in
shape, lies 300m west of 20KZ176 and just across the quartersection line on the Schuyler Farm in the NW l/4 of Section 26
(Figure 7).

Site datum (RP-2) was located on the shoulder of

Miller Drive at an elevation of 235.56 m ASL, and elevation
ASL from north to south across this site varies from 236.06239.19 m.
Here, the research team opened ten 1 X 1 m test squares
and 16 excavation units 2 m on a side, aggregating 74 m2 of
site area.

The plow zone was observed to be somewhat shallower
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on this site than was the case at 20KZ176, with the disturbed
zone resulting from cultivation extending to a depth of from
22-32 em.
No cultural features were observed during the Phase I
assessment of 20KZ179, but on this occasion the team excavating
TS #3 did encounter a small pit, Feature 1 (Figure 8), at the
base of the plow zone after removing a considerable quantity
of cultural material from the soil overlying it.

Analysis of

the contents of this pit and the cultural debris from the plow
zone above it and in two adjacent excavation units (TS #1 and 2),
together with their location in the extreme northeast corner
of the site only about30 m from Miller Drive, argue strongly
for this feature being associated with the school that occupied
this location prior to about 1927.
All three test squares, but not Feature 1, also yielded
prehistoric cultural material.

And in the case of TS #3, a

diagnostic bifurcate base projectile point, one possible chert
decortication flake, and six pieces of FCR were present together
with considerable historic material.

Whether this distinctive

Early-Middle Archaic artifact's presence in this context can
be accounted for ·by reference to school-related activity (i.e.
the possibility that a youngster brought it to school to show
his/her friends, followed by its having been lost or discarded),
or that its occurrence signals an ancient human presence on
this site, cannot be determined from the evidence found here
and elsewhere on 20KZ179.

This and the other prehistoric

artifacts recovered from the

site are illustrated in Plate 2.

In total, 25 of 26 test squares yielded cultural remains,
with the frequency of occurrence for prehistoric debris being
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22 and for historic material 18.

In addition to the previously

mentioned projectile point, excavators recovered two ground
stone implements, a possibly utilized cobble (hammer?), a
core of chert, and one utilized flake from test squares,
bringing the total number of artifacts recovered from 20KZ179
during both phases of our investigation to 10.

None of these

items, with the singular exception of the aforementioned point,
is diagnostic; and at this time the only component of prehistoric affiliation that can be

ide~tified

is the Early-Middle

Archaic one related to the Bifurcate Point Tradition dated to
ca. 9000-7500 B.P.

However, the possibility that this artifact

was redeposited on this site in historic times, as a by-product
of school-related activity, cannot be easily dismissed.
With respect to the historic assemblage, these data are
almost as widely distributed across the site as are the prehistoric remains.

Be that as it may, the very apparent concen-

tration of building materials (e.g. nails, mortar, brick, and
window glass) in test units in the northeast portion of the
site where the former school was located, could have been predicted.
And it is the author's considered opinion that the vast majority
of historic material recovered from this site can be related to
this structure.

Table 1 which follows provides an inventory of

all cultural materials recovered from 20KZ179, together with a
desc•·lption of Feature 1 and a list of its contents.
20KZ180-Galesburg Rest Area 5
This site is the smallest (ca. 225 m2 ) test excavated by the
research team and is located on the Schuyler Farm just east of
the creek that traverses the western end of the project (Figure 9).
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Table 2: Inventory of cultural material from 20KZ179.

Provenience
surface

Description

* -opposed ridge pieces esguillee
on quartzite

* -primary flake with unifacial re-

touch suggestive of use as a drill
or perforator

* -core of Bayport chert

* -fragment of slate exhibiting marginal battering (use-wear?)

* -heat crazed pebble bearing three

pot-lid scars, but showing no clear
evidence of intentional flake removal
* -5 primary flakes
* -2 secondary flakes
-secondary flake of Flint Ridge(?)
chert evidencing heat treatment
and polish
* -3 cobble fragments possibly evidencing human modification

*

TS #l
(30S,l5E)

-fragment of a ground stone tool
-thinning flake
-100+ particles of mortar
-5 square nails
-10 fragments of brick
-9 fragments of window glass
-5 pieces of clear bottle glass
-clay marble

TS #2
(30S,20E)

-3 pieces of FCR
-2 square nails
-particle of brick

TS #3
(30S,30E)

-6 pieces of FCR
-bifurcate base projectile point
-possible decortication flake
-214 square nails
-particle of cinder
-12 round wire brads
-2 wood screws
-strand of copper wire
-clothes hanger/hook
-23 pieces of clear bottle glass
-33 pieces of clear window glass
-4 unidentified fragments of iron
-ceramic vessel handle
-2 pieces of milk glass

denotes material recovered during the Phase I survey
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Table 2, cont.

TS #4
(40S,OE)

-5 pieces of FCR
-thinning flake
-2 fragments of clear bottle glass

TS #5
(40S,25E)

-8 pieces of FCR
-3 square nails
-2 bottle glass fragments
-4 clear window glass fragments
-historic crock fragment
-unidentified glass object

TS #6
(40S,l5W)

-6 pieces of FCR
-flake of quartzite
-square nail

TS #7
(40S,lOW)

-3 pieces of FCR

TS #8
(45S,5E)

-piece of FCR
-thinning flake
-2 fragments of window glass
-cream colored historic ceramic rim
sherd
-historic rim sherd that is white
with a faint blue decoration
-4 pieces of bottle glass
-5 heavily corroded objects of iron

TS #9
(50S,5E)

-piece of FCR
-secondary flake
-fragment of clear bottle glass

TS #10
(50S,l5E)

-4 pieces ~f FCR
-fragment of tinted window glass

TS # 11
(50S,30W)

-piece of FCR
-possible decortication flake
-thinning flake

TS #12
(50S,35W)

-square nail

TS #13
(75S,OE)

-5 pieces of FCR
-core of local till chert
-decortication flake
-2 thinning flakes

TS #14
(75S,5E)

-6 pieces of FCR
-secondary flake
-white glaze ceramic fragment
-window glass fragment
-square nail
-particle of brick
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Table 2, cont.
TS #15
(85S,lOW)

-6 pieces of FCR
-secondary flake
-piece of clear window glass
-piece of tinted window glass
-piece of bottle glass
-historic ceramic sherd
-unidentified metal object

TS #16
(85S,l5W)

-piece of FCR
-fragment of decorated white glass

TS #17
(85S,35W)

-piece of FCR

TS #18
(85S,40W)

-8 pieces of FCR
-thinning flake
-possible flake

TS #19
(90S, l5W)

-piece of FCR
-2 pieces of flow blue ceramics
-2 pieces of bottle glass
-3 fragments of window glass

TS #20
(l05S,35W)

-2 pieces of FCR
-utilized flake
-piece of window glass

TS #21
(l05S,45W)

nothing recovered

TS #22
(l05S,55W)

-bifacial flake evidencing marginal
use-wear
-thinning flake
-piece of window glass

TS #23
(l25S,60W)

-piece of FCR
-ground stone fragment

TS #24
(l25S,70W)

-piece of window glass

TS #25
(l40S,20E)

-6 pieces of FCR
-possibly utilized cobble
-thinning flak£

TS #26
(140S,40W)

-historic flow blue rim sherd
-7 particles of mortar
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Table 2, cont.
-this feature, illustrated in
Figure 8, was located in the NW
corner of TS #3 at a depth of
31 em below the surface. It was
observed to consist of a darkish
fill heavily mottled with particles
of mortar. The irregular stain
was about 47 em N-S by 40 em E-W
within the confines of the test
square. In cross-section, a
reasonably regular profile was
noted consisting of two distinct
lens; an upper soil zone with much
mortar and a lower zone containing
considerable historic debris. The
depth below the base of the plow
zone was recorded as 34 em. The
inventory of contents is as follows:

feature l
(TS #3)

-77 particles of mortar
-66 square nails
-8 round wire brads
-2 wood screws
-round nail
-iron bracket with nail attached
-piece of clear window glass
-mussel shell fragment

The datum point (RP-3) lies to the north of the site and just
outside the project limits.

It is located about 575 m west and

101 m south of the northeast corner of the MDOT project and is
237.04 m ASL.

Elevation across the site ranges between 236.76-

237.51 m ASL, and the depth of the plow zone varies from 21-32 em.
Phase I assessment of this small site revealed several very
interesting concentrations of fire-cracked rock in a matrix of
dark soil, both on the surface and in several shovel tests.
Therefore, it was our intention in the Phase II study to augment
earlier observations with a somewhat larger sample of excavated
area in hopes of recovering feature data.

Excavators here opened

three test squares, one 2 X 2 m and two units l m on a side,
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aggregating 6 m2 ' or 2.6 % of the estimated site area.
Whereas no features had been recorded during the Phase I
study, excavation of TS #3 resulted in the definition of a
small pit, Feature 1 (Figure 10), at the base of the disturbed
zone.

Analysis of the contents of both the plow zone and the

pit beneath it revealed only the presence of FCR, albeit a
possibly utilized cobble lay adjacent to the feature at its
plane of origin (i.e. the base of the plow zone).

Also, a few

flecks of charcoal were observed in the pit fill.
While TS #3 yielded only FCR, the plow zone in TS #1 and 2
produced both historic and prehistoric debris.

Unfortunately,

the prehistoric material consists only of a heat treated flake
of chert and fragments of FCR.

Thus, the only artifact from

20KZ180 remains the fragment of slate evidencing use-wear that
surveyors recovered from the site in May 1982.
illustrated in Plate 3.

This item is

In the absence of any diagnostic

material it is impossible to ascertain the cultural affiliation
and temporal placement of the prehistoric component.
The several pieces of historic affiliation are bottle and
window glass fragments; and their deposition in this site could
have occurred at any time during the past century.

Both historic

and prehistoric remains from 20KZ180 are listed in Table 3, along
with a description of the single feature recorded for the site.
SIGNIFICANCE OF OBSERVATIONS:
The Phase II assessment of three sites in the Galesburg Rest
Area project has resulted in the recovery of additional cultural
material through the excavation of 43 test squares totaling
112m 2 of site area. However, in no case were our efforts
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Table 3: Inventory of cultural material from 20KZl80.
Description

Provenience
surface

* -fragment of slate evidencing some
marginal battering (use-wear?)

* -3 secondary flakes associated with
considerable FCR

TS #l
(40S,20W)

-7 pieces of FCR
-heat treated secondary flake
-piece of clear bottle glass

TS #2
(40S,lOW)-

-8 pieces of FCR
-2 pieces of window glass

TS #3
(25S,OE)

-7 pieces of FCR

feature l
(TS #3)

-this feature, illustrated in
Figure 10, was located in the
center of TS #3 at a depth of
32 em below the surface. It was
observed to consist of an irregular
stain with charcoal, FCR, and an
associated cobble. The stain was
30 em N-S by 22 em E-W and extended
to a depth of ll em below the base
of the plow zone. No contextual
information, beyond that noted above,
was recovered from this small pit.

* denotes material recovered during the Phase I survey

rewarded with either a more precise delineation of site area
than had been determined on the basis of the Phase I assessment
or the recovery of significant quantities of cultural material
permitting the establishment of firm contextual or temporal
controls.

Rather, the test excavations yielded, with the

exception of one diagnostic artifact for which the context is
questionable, more of the same sorts of information recorded
during the survey phase of research.
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The research undertaken at the three sites in question
produced one historic and three prehistoric features, 17
prehistoric lithic artifacts, only one of which is a diagnostic
tool, good evidence for the former presence of a school on
the Schuyler Farm just south of Miller Drive, and a "soup to
nuts" collection of cultural debris that, specifically with
respect to the prehistoric material, leaves much to be desired
in terms of ascertaining either the cultural context or the
probable function of the components represented.
In the final analysis, the data set derived from 20KZ176,
179, and 180, when compared with the information currently
available from other sites occurring in the general vicinity
of the MOOT project, sheds little new light on the nature of
prehistoric settlement in this segment of the Kalamazoo River
Valley.

But perhaps these data do serve to firm up current

interpretations of the prehistoric occupation as being in the
main a seasonal and rather task specific one.

That is, the

prehistoric communities represented by these sites appear to
have been characterized by intermittent and extensive rather
than long term and intensive occupation of site loci.

As such,

they are best viewed as reflecting a shifting pattern of
settlement suited to the systematic exploitation of select
or target resources that in terms of food value, abundance,
and availability or accessibility were harvested when in
season and from more than one location in the Middle Kalamazoo
River Valley.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
In light of the findings derived from an intensive and
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systematic Phase I assessment, and with additional material
being recovered through Phase II excavation of three of six
sites located in the MOOT project, it is quite apparent that
additional investigation of the archaeological resources will
not be warranted.

The loss of site data which will occur as

a result of construction activity associated with the expansion
of existing facilities at the Galesburg Rest Area along westbound I-94 in Comstock Township, Kalamazoo County, Michigan
will in all probability have a negligible impact on future
research problems and objectives as these relate to furthering
our knowledge of the prehistoric occupation of this segment
of the Kalamazoo River Valley.

'!
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